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Introduction

Welcome to this collection!
This collection is primarily a compilation of items circulating in the Email
circuits, or as hard copy in our work places. They come, they go, they come around
again. . .
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No one knows where they originate, nor where they’ll end up, hopefully with a
few laughs along the way.
If you take offense along the way, well, change the gender, hair color or nationality of the brunt of the joke to something else.
None are meant to offend, it’s a sad state when we can’t laugh at ourselves,
with each other.
Not all are in the best of taste, if I had to rate some, this would be rated PG (for
Partially Gagging)! I tried weeding out objectionable material, but, it got to where
what is objectional from one person to the next (besides I ended up with a much
smaller volume)!
Anyways, there all here uncensored. . .
You’ve been warned, if you can’t take a joke, proceed no further. . .
If you do, enjoy and have a good laugh. . .
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National Reactions
The Italian says, “I’m tired and thirsty. I must have wine.”
The Scotsman says, “I’m tired and thirsty. I must have a whisky.”
The Swede says, “I’m tired and thirsty. I must have aquavit.”
The Russian says, “I’m tired and thirsty. I must have vodka.”
The German says, “I’m tired and thirsty. I must have a beer.”
The Greek says, “I’m tired and thirsty. I must have ouzo.”
The Englishman says, “I’m tired and thirsty. I must have diabetes.”
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Navy Chief
As a crowded airliner is about to take-off, a five-year-old boy who picks that moment to
throw a wild temper tantrum suddenly shatters the peace.
No matter what his frustrated, embarrassed mother does to try to calm him down, the boy
continues to scream furiously and kick the seats around him.
Suddenly, from the rear of the plane, an older man in the uniform of a US
Navy Chief begins to make his way up the aisle. Stopping the frustrated mother’s upraised
hand, the white haired, courtly, soft-spoken Chief leans down and, motioning toward his collar
whispers something into the boy’s ear.
Instantly, the boy calms down, gently takes his mother’s hand, and quietly fastens his seat
belt.
All the other passengers burst into spontaneous applause. As the Chief slowly makes his
way back to his seat, one of the cabin attendants touches his sleeve.
“Excuse me Chief”, she asks quietly, “Could I ask you what magic words you used on that
little boy?”
The Chief smiled serenely and gently confides, “I showed him my anchors, service stripes,
and battle ribbons, and then explained to him that they entitled me to throw one passenger out of
the plane.”

Navy Humor
A crusty old Chief found himself at a gala event downtown, hosted by a local (strictly
women’s) liberal arts college. There was no shortage of extremely young, idealistic ladies in
attendance, one of whom approached the Chief for conversation.
She said, “Excuse me, sir, but you seem to be a very serious man. Are you this way all the
time, or is something bothering you?”
“No,” the Chief said, “just serious by nature.”
The young lady looked at his awards and decorations and said, “It looks like you have
seen a lot of action.”
The Chief’s short reply was, “Yep, a lot of action.”
The young lady, tiring of trying to start up a conversation, said, “You know, you should
lighten up a little - relax and enjoy yourself.”
The Chief just stared at her in his serious manner.
Finally the young lady said, “You know, I hope you don’t take this the wrong way, but
when is the last time you had sex?”
The chief continued to stare at her and replied,”1955.”
She said, “Well, there you go; you really need to chill out and quit taking everything so
seriously - I mean, no sex since 1955, isn’t that a little extreme?”
The Chief, glancing at his watch, said in his matter-of-fact voice, “Oh, I don’t know. It’s
only 2130 now!”

Subject: New research results!
Date: Monday, August 27, 2001 10:21 PM
Yesterday scientists revealed that beer contains small traces of female hormones. To prove
their theory, the scientists fed 100 men 12 pints of beer and observed that 100% of them gained
weight, talked excessively without making sense, became emotional, couldn’t drive, couldn’t
think, and refused to apologize when wrong.
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new secretary
Mr. Johnson got himself a new secretary. She was young, sweet and very polite.
One day while taking dictation, she noticed his fly was open. Upon leaving the room she
said, “Mr. Johnson your barrack’s door is open.”
He did not understand her remark, but later on he happened to look down and saw that his
zipper was open. He decided to have some fun with his secretary.
Calling her in, he asked, “By the way Miss Jones, when you saw my barracks door was
open this morning, did you notice a soldier standing at attention?”
The secretary, who was quite witty replied, “Why no sir, all I saw was a little disabled
veteran sitting on two duffel bags.”

New Slogans For Florida
FLORIDA: If you think we can’t vote, wait till you see us drive.
FLORIDA: Home of electile dysfunction.
FLORIDA: We count more than you do.
FLORIDA: If you don’t like the way we count then take I-95 and visit one of the other 56
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states.
FLORIDA: We’ve been Gored by the bull of politics and we’re Bushed.
FLORIDA: Relax, Retire, ReVote.
FLORIDA: Viagra voters do it again!
FLORIDA: What comes after 17,311?
FLORIDA: Where your vote counts and counts and counts.
FLORIDA: This is what you get for taking Elian away from us.
FLORIDA: We don’t just cheat in football.
FLORIDA: We’re number one! Wait! Recount!
Palm Beach County: So nice, we let you vote twice.
Palm Beach County: We put the “duh” in Florida.
Sign on I-95: Florida this way, no that way, 5 miles, wait 10 miles.

new state mottos
Alabama:
At Least We’re not Mississippi
Alaska:
11,623 Eskimos Can’t be Wrong!
Arizona:
But It’s a Dry Heat
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Arkansas:
Litterasy Ain’t Everthing
California:
As Seen on TV
Colorado:
If You Don’t Ski, Don’t Bother
Connecticut:
Like Massachusetts, Only Dirtier and with Less Character
Delaware:
We Really Do Like the Chemicals in our Water

Florida:
Ask Us about Our Grandkids
Georgia:
We Put the “Fun” in Fundamentalist Extremism
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Hawaii:
Haka Tiki Mou Sha’ami Leeki Toru (Death to Mainland Scum, but Leave Your Money)
Idaho:
More Than Just Potatoes ... Well Okay, We’re Not, But the Potatoes Sure Are Real
Good
Illinois:
Please Don’t Pronounce the “S”
Indiana:
Two Billion Years Tidal Wave-Free
Iowa:
We Do Amazing Things with Corn
Kansas:
First of the Rectangle States
Kentucky:
Five Million People; Fifteen Last Names
Louisiana:
We’re Not All Cajun Wackos, but that’s Our Tourism Campaign
Maine:
We’re Really Cold, but We Have Cheap Lobster
Maryland:
A Thinking Man’s Delaware
Massachusetts:
Our Taxes Are Lower than Sweden’s (for Most Tax Brackets)
Michigan:
First Line of Defense from the Canadians
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Minnesota:
10,000 Lakes and 10,000,000 Mosquitoes
Mississippi:
Come Feel Better about Your Own State
Missouri:
Your Federal Flood Relief Tax Dollars at Work
Montana:
Land of the Big Sky, the Unabomber, Right-Wing Crazies and Very Little Else
Nebraska:
Ask about Our State Motto Contest
Nevada:
Hookers and Poker!
New Hampshire:
Go Away and Leave Us Alone
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New Jersey:
Ya Wanna ##$%##! Motto? I Got Yer ##$%##! Motto Right Here!
New Mexico:
Lizards Make Excellent Pets
New York:
You Have the Right to Remain Silent, You Have the Right to an Attorney....
North Carolina:
Tobacco Is a Vegetable
North Dakota:
We Really Are One of the 50 States!
Ohio:
We Wish We Were in Michigan
Oklahoma:
Like the Play, Only No Singing
Oregon:
Spotted Owl ... It’s what’s for Dinner
Pennsylvania:
Cook with Coal
Rhode Island:
We’re Not REALLY An Island
South Carolina:
Remember the Civil War? We Didn’t Actually Surrender
South Dakota:
Closer than North Dakota
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Tennessee:
The Educashun State
Texas:
Si, Hablo Ingles (Yes, I speak English)
Utah:
Our Jesus Is Better than Your Jesus
Vermont:
Yep
Virginia:
Who Says Government Stiffs and Slack jawed Yokels Don’t Mix?
Washington:
Help! We’re Overrun by Nerds and Slackers!
Washington, D.C.:
Wanna Be Mayor?
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West Virginia:
One Big Happy Family — Really!
Wisconsin:
Eat Cheese or Die
Wyoming:
Wynot?

top 9 answering machines
1 “We are unable to come to the phone right now. At the tone, please leave your name,
number, and Master Card, Visa, or American Express account number and we’ll get back to,
pending credit approval.”
2 “You have reached the <city>,<state> Strategic Air Command Nuclear Missle Storage
Facility. We are unable to come to the phone right now. At the tone, please leave you name,
number and target or list of targets and we’ll launch as soon as we can. And have a nice day.”
3 “Hello. This is Chris. John and Mike aren’t here right now, but if you leave a message,
they’ll get back to you as soon as they can.”
4 [imitating Ensign Chekov]
“Oh, sair...it was *Khan*! He made us say things...do things...he kept us from answering
the phone! But Keptin was strong, and if you leave your name and number, Keptin will get back
to you as soon as he can!” <BEEP>
5 [imitating Mr. Rogers]
“Hello. I’m in the Magic Kingdom right now, so I can’t come to the phone. Can you leave
your name and number when you hear the sound of the tone? Sure...I knew you could.” <BEEP>
6 Steve: Hello. Steve and Matt aren’t here right now but if...
Matt: Steve, what are you doing?
Steve: I’m leaving a phone message since we aren’t here.
Matt: But you left the last one — it’s my turn.
Steve: No, I’m sure it’s my turn.
Matt: No, you’re incorrect. It’s definitely my turn.
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Steve: You fool. I know it’s ... wait ... Matt ... what are you doing with that frying pan?!?
BONK [really loud thud]
Matt: Steve is out right now, so please leave your name and number.
7 “Hello. I’m David’s answering machine. What are you?”
8 “This is (#include phone.addr). We are not ... excuse me a moment, please. Put your
sister down. PUT YOUR SISTER DOWN! (sound of window breaking) Great! What a mess. I’ll have
to get back to you later.”
9 “Finally get an answering machine. Now how does...

New User
July 18
I just tried to connect to America Online. I’ve heard it is the best online service I can get.
They even included a free disk! I’d better hold on to it in case they don’t ever send me another
one! I can’t connect. I don’t know what is wrong.
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July 19
Some guy at the tech support center says my computer needs a modem. I don’t see why.
He’s just trying to cheat me. How dumb does he think I am?
July 22
I bought the modem. I couldn’t figure out where it goes. It wouldn’t fit in the monitor or the
printer. I’m confused.
July 23
I finally got the modem in and hooked up. That nine-year-old next door did it for me. But it
still doesn’t work. I can’t get online.
July 25
That 9-year-old kid next door hooked me up to America Online. He’s so smart.
I told the kid he was a prodigy. But he says that’s just another service.
What a modest kid. He’s so smart and he does these services for people.
Anyway, he’s smarter than the jerks who sold me the modem. They didn’t even tell me
about communications software. Bet they didn’t know. And why do they put two telephone jacks
in the back of a modem when you only need one? And why do they have one labeled phone
when you are not suppose to hook it to the phone jack on the wall? I thought the dial tone
sounded funny! Boy, are modem makers dumb! But the kid figured it out by the sound.
July 26
What’s the Internet? I thought I was on America Online. Not this Internet thing. I’m confused.
July 27
The 9-year-old kid next door showed me how to use this America Online stuff.
I told him he must be a genius. He says that he is, compared to me. Maybe he’s not so
modest after all.
July 28
I tried to use chat today. I tried to talk into my computer but nothing happened. Maybe I
need to buy a microphone.
July 30
These people in this Usenet thing keep using capital letters. How do they do that? I never
figured out how to type capital letters. Maybe they have a different type of keyboard.
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JULY 31
I CALLED THE COMPUTER MAKER I BOUGHT IT FROM TO COMPLAIN ABOUT NOT HAVING
A CAPITAL LETTER KEY. THE TECH SUPPORT GUY SAID IT WAS THIS CAPS LOCK KEY. WHY
DIDN’T THEY SPELL IT OUT? I TOLD HIM I GOT A CHEAP KEYBOARD AND WANTED A
BETTER ONE. AND ONE OF MY SHIFT KEYS ISN’T THE SAME SIZE AS THE OTHER. HE
SAID THATS STANDARD. I TOLD HIM I DIDN’T WANT A STANDARD KEYBOARD, BUT ANOTHER BRAND. I MUST HAVE HAD AN IMPORTANT COMPLAINT BECAUSE I HEARD HIM TELL THE
OTHER SUPPORT GUYS TO LISTEN IN ON OUR CONVERSATION.
AUGUST 1
I FOUND THIS THING CALLED THE USENET ORACLE. IT SAYS THAT IT CAN ANSWER ANY
QUESTIONS I ASK IT. I SENT IT 44 SEPARATE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE INTERNET. I
HOPE IT RESPONDS SOON.
AUGUST 2
I FOUND A GROUP CALLED REC.HUMOR. I DECIDED TO POST THIS JOKE ABOUT THE
CHICKEN THAT CROSSED THE ROAD. TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE! HA! HA! I WASN’T
SURE I POSTED IT RIGHT SO I POSTED IT 56 MORE TIMES.
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AUGUST 4
THE ORACLE RESPONDED TO MY QUESTIONS TODAY. GEEZ IT WAS RUDE. I WAS SO
ANGRY THAT I POSTED AN ANGRY MESSAGE ABOUT IT TO REC.HUMOR.ORACLE. I WASN’T SURE
IF
I POSTED IT RIGHT SO I POSTED IT 22 MORE TIMES.
AUGUST 6
SOMEONE ELSE TOLD ME TO STOP SHOUTING IN ALL MY MESSAGES. WHAT A STUPID
JERK.
I’M NOT SHOUTING! I’M NOT EVEN TALKING! JUST TYPING! HOW CAN THEY LET THESE
RUDE JERKS GO ON THE INTERNET?
August 7
Why have a Caps Lock key if you’re not supposed to use it? It’s probably an extra feature
that costs more money.
August 8
I just read this post called “Make Money Fast”. I’m so excited. I’m going to make lots of
money. I followed his instructions and posted it to every newsgroup I could find.
August 9
I just made my signature file. It’s only 6 pages long. I will have to work on it some more.
August 10
I just looked at a group called alt.aol.sucks. I read a few posts and I really believe that aol
should be wiped off the face of the earth. I wonder what an aol is.
August 11
I was asking where to find some information about something. Some guy told me to check
out ftp.netcom.com. I’ve looked and looked, but can’t find that group.
August 12
I sent a post to every Usenet group on the Internet asking where the ftp.netcom.com is.
hopefully someone will help. I can’t ask the kid next door. His parents said that when he comes
back from my house he’s laughing so hard he can’t eat or sleep or do his homework. So they
won’t let him come over anymore. I do have a great sense of humor. I don’t know why the
rec.humor group didn’t like my chicken joke. Maybe they only like dirty stuff. Some people sent
me posts about my 56 posts of the joke and they used bad words.
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August 13
I sent another post to every usenet group on the Internet asking where the ftp.netcom.com
is. I had forgotten to include my new signature file which is only 8 pages long. I know everyone
will want to read my favorite poem, so I included it. I’m also going to add that short story I like.
August 14
Some guy suspended my account because of what I was doing. I told him I don’t have an
account at his bank. He’s so dumb.

New Words to an old Dylan Song:
How many roads must a man drive down
Before he admits he is lost
Why when a man becomes married is he
unable to find his own socks.
How many times will it take ‘til he knows he has seen the three
stooges enough
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The answer my friend, I cannot comprehend The answer, I cannot
comprehend
How many shows can a man surf through
before the remote burns out
Why does he think that an intimate gift
is a Dustbuster Plus for the house
How many sounds can a man’s body make
before he sleeps on the couch
The answer my friend, is take two aspirin The answer is take two
aspirin
Why when we go for a romantic drive
do we wind up at Builder’s Square again
How many nights will he leave the seat up
so I land on cold porcelain
How men really feel is mystery to me
and probably a mystery to them
The answer girlfriend is driving me to gin The answer is driving
me to gin.

News Flash:
In an apparent copycat act, Polish terrorists have hijacked the Goodyear blimp.
So far, they have bounced off 5 buildings in Chicago.

News of the Weird
(24 November 1999, California) One particular group of Christians attempted to follow in
Jesus’ footsteps more literally than most. They worked to master the secret of walking on water.
Diligently, day by day, the group tried to be closer to God by making a sincere effort to walk on
water. These Christians continued their unorthodox practices until the leader of this small Los
Angeles group unexpectedly died while practicing in his bathtub. His wife said James spent many
hours trying to perfect the technique of walking on water, but had not yet mastered the ability. He
apparently drowned after slipping on a bar of soap.
These people obviously haven’t realized that anyone can walk on water.
I’ve done it myself. Just wait until the lake freezes...
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(1999) A married couple wanted to keep their home fires burning, and decided to install a
wood stove in their Granite Falls home. They figured it didn’t take a rocket scientist to install this
basic bit of heating hardware, so instead of hiring a professional, they brought the stove home
and installed it themselves.
They even remembered to cut a hole through the ceiling for the chimney vent.
Unfortunately they neglected to extend the chimney through the attic to the roof. Pleased
with a job well done, they settled down to a cozy evening in front of the fire. The inevitable
happened. The heat and sparks built up in the attic and set their home ablaze, providing an
unexpected source of warmth from above.
Snohomish County firefighters extinguished the fire, and the couple returned to their home
to console each other over their $8000 loss. But the fire was not quite out. Firefighters had failed to
fully extinguish the fire, which started up again the next morning, burning the house to the
ground. The husband and wife survived.
(1999) The US Navy issues a safety publication which lists “Do’s” and, as a prophylactic
measure, describes injuries incurred while doing the “Don’t’s.” One story described the fate of a
sailor playing with a multimeter in an nauthorized manner.
This sailor was curious about the resistance level of the human body.
He had a Simpson 260 multimeter, familiar to most Navy personnel. It is a small unit
powered by a 9-volt battery, which may not seem powerful enough to be dangerous, but the
battery can be deadly in the wrong hands.
The sailor hooked up two probes and took one in each hand to measure his bodily resistance from thumb to thumb. The probes had sharp tips, and in his excitement he pressed his
thumbs hard enough against the probes to break the skin. Once the salty conducting fluid known
as blood was available, the current from the multimeter travelled right across the sailor’s heart,
disrupting the electrical regulation of his heartbeat. He died before he could record his Ohms of
resistance.
The lesson? The Navy issues very few objects designed to be stuck into the human body.

Newspaper ads
Seen in Newspapers:
Illiterate? Write today for free help.
Auto Repair Service. Free pick up and delivery. Try us once, you’ll never go anywhere
again.
Our experienced mother will care for your child. Fenced yards, meals and smacks included.
Dog for sale: eats anything and is fond of children.
Man wanted to work in dynamite factory. Must be willing to travel.
Stock up and save. Limit: one. Semi-Annual after Christmas Sale.
3-year old teacher needed for pre-school. Experience preferred.
Mixing bowl set designed to please a cook with round bottom for efficient beating.
Girl wanted to assist magician in cutting off head illusion. Benefits: Blue Cross Medical
Insurance and salary.
Dinner Special - Turkey $2.35; Chicken or Beef $2.25; Children $2.00.
For sale; an antique desk suitable for lady with thick legs and large drawers.
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Now is your chance to have your ears pierced and get an extra pair to take home too.
We do not tear your clothing with machinery. We do it carefully by hand.
For sale. Three canaries of undermined sex.
Great Dames for sale. Have several very old dresses from grandmother in beautiful condition.
Tired of cleaning yourself. Let me do it.
Vacation Special: have your home exterminated.
Mt. Kilimanjaro, the breathtaking backdrop for the Serena Lodge. Swim in the lovely pool
while you drink it all in. The hotel has bowling alleys, tennis courts, comfortable beds, and other
athletic facilities.
Get rid of aunts. Zap does the job in 24 hours.
Toaster: a gift that every member of the family appreciates. Automatically burns toast.
For Rent: 6-room hated apartment. Man, honest. Will take anything.
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Used cars: why go elsewhere to be cheated. Come here first.
Christmas tag-sale. Handmade gifts for the hard-to-find person.
Wanted: hair cutter. Excellent growth potential.
Wanted: man to take care of cow that does not smoke or drink.
Our bikinis are exciting. They are simply the tops.
Wanted. Widower with school age children requires person to assume general housekeeping duties. Must be capable of contributing to growth of family.
And now, the Superstore-unequaled in size, unmatched in variety, unrivaled inconvenience.
We will oil your sewing machine and adjust tension in your home for $1.00.
And then there are those mistakes found in the main sections of newspapers that raise a
laugh. Here are just some:
The sunbather watched the soaring seagulls wearing a striped bikini.
We sold the vacuum cleaner to a young woman with the cord in the rear.
He told her that he wanted to marry her frequently.
The politician met informally to discuss food prices and the high cost of living with several
women.

newspaper ads
The following were actually taken from recent classified ads in newspapers:
——————————————
1 MAN, 7 WOMAN HOT TUB — $850/offer
——————————————
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AMANA WASHER $100. OWNED BY CLEAN BACHELOR WHO SELDOM WASHED.
——————————————
SNOW BLOWER FOR SALE... ONLY USED ON SNOWY DAYS.
———————————————
FREE PUPPIES...PART GERMAN SHEPHERD - PART DOG
———————————————
2 WIRE MESH BUTCHERING GLOVES: 1 5-finger, 1 3-finger, PAIR: $15
———————————————
TICKLE ME ELMO, STILL IN BOX, COMES WITH IT’S OWN 1998 MUSTANG, 5L, AUTO,
EXCELLENT CONDITION $6800
———————————————
COWS, CALVES NEVER BRED... ALSO 1 GAY BULL FOR SALE.
————————————————
83 TOYOTA HUNCHBACK — $2000
————————————————
STAR WARS JOB OF THE HUT — $15
————————————————
FREE PUPPIES: 1/2 COCKER SPANIEL -1/2 SNEAKY NEIGHBOR’S DOG
—————————————————
FREE YORKSHIRE TERRIER. 8 YEARS OLD. UNPLEASANT LITTLE DOG.
—————————————————
SOFT & GENITAL BATH TISSUES OR FACIAL TISSUE - 89 cents
—————————————————
GERMAN SHEPHERD 85 lbs. NEUTERED. SPEAKS GERMAN. FREE.
—————————————————
FULL SIZED MATTRESS. 20 YR WARRANTY. LIKE NEW. SLIGHT URINE SMELL.
—————————————————
FREE 1 CAN OF PORK & BEANS WITH PURCHASE OF 3 BR 2 BATH HOME.
—————————————————
FOR SALE: LEE MAJORS (6 MILLION DOLLAR MAN) - $50
—————————————————
NORDIC TRACK $300 HARDLY USED. CALL CHUBBIE
——————————————————
BILL’S SEPTIC CLEANING “WE HAUL AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS”
———————————————————
SHAKESPEARE’S PIZZA - FREE CHOPSTICKS
———————————————————
FOUND: DIRTY WHITE DOG. LOOKS LIKE A RAT... BEEN OUT AWHILE BETTER BE REWARD.
———————————————————
HUMMELS - LARGEST SELECTION EVER “IF IT’S IN STOCK, WE HAVE IT!”
————————————————————
GET A LITTLE JOHN: THE TRAVELING URINAL HOLDS 2 1/2 BOTTLES OF BEER.
————————————————————
HARRISBURG POSTAL EMPLOYEES GUN CLUB
————————————————————
GEORGIA PEACHES - CALIFORNIA GROWN - 89 cents lb.
—————————————————————
NICE PARACHUTE: NEVER OPENED - USED ONCE - SLIGHTLY STAINED
—————————————————————
FREE: FARM KITTENS. READY TO EAT.
—————————————————————
AMERICAN FLAG - 60 STARS - POLE INCLUDED $100
—————————————————————
TIRED OF WORKING FOR ONLY $9.75 PER HOUR? WE OFFER PROFIT SHARING AND
FLEXIBLE HOURS. STARTING PAY: $7 - $9 PER HOUR.
——————————————————————
NOTICE: TO THE PERSON OR PERSONS WHO TOOK THE LARGE PUMPKIN ON HIGHWAY 87
NEAR SOUTHRIDGE STORAGE: PLEASE RETURN THE PUMPKIN AND BE CHECKED. PUMP-
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KIN MAY BE RADIOACTIVE. ALL OTHER PLANTS IN VICINITY ARE DEAD.
————————————————————————
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT: QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS -$175.
————————————————————————
OUR SOFA SEATS THE WHOLE MOB AND IT’S MADE OF 100% ITALIAN LEATHER.
————————————————————————
JOINING NUDIST COLONY! MUST SELL WASHER & DRYER $300.
————————————————————————
LAWYER SAYS CLIENT IS NOT THAT GUILTY.
————————————————————————
ALZHEIMER’S CENTER PREPARES FOR AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
——————————————————————
GROUND BEAST: 99 cents lb.
———————————————
GAS CLOUD CLEARS OUT TACO BELL.
—————————————————
BAR S SLICED BALOGNA -REGULAR OR TASTY- SAVE 30 CENTS ON 2
—————————————————
OPEN HOUSE -BODY SHAPERS TONING SALON- FREE COFFEE & DONUTS
———————————————————
KELLOGG’S POT TARTS - $1.99 box
———————————————————————
FULLY COOKED BONELESS SMOKED MAN - $2.09 lb.

Never Lie
A man and his secretary are having an affair, so one afternoon they get a motel room and
have strenuous sex. He’s not used to the pace, so he falls asleep afterwards and doesn’t wake up
until about 8:30 that night, at which time he realizes it’s too late and that he has to get home.
He says to his secretary, “Quick! While I get dressed, you take my shoes outside and drag
them around through the grass and mud.”
Puzzled, the secretary complies. When the man gets home about 9:30, his wife confronts
him and asks him where he’s been. The man says, “I cannot lie to you. I spent the better part of
the day doing my secretary in a motel room, then I fell asleep, woke up late and came right
home.”
The wife looks down at his shoes and says, “You lying bastard. You’ve been playing golf
again.”

no quarter
Several years ago a mother gave her son two quarters. One was for his Sunday School
offering. The other was for an ice cream cone on the way home from Sunday School.
Well, Billy was flipping one quarter in the air and catching it on the way down. This
happened about ten times or so when all of a sudden the quarter was flipped into the air, but Billy
missed catching it. It rolled down the storm sewer and disappeared.
Billy looked skyward and prayed, “Sorry, God. That was your quarter.”

Alaska
Sam had been in business for 25 years and was tired of the stress.
He quit his job and bought 50 acres of land in Alaska as far from humanity as possible.
Sam sees the postman once a week and gets groceries once a month. Otherwise it’s total peace
and quiet.
After six months or so of almost total isolation, he’s finishing dinner when someone knocks
on his door. He opens it and there is a huge bear of a man with face full of beard standing there.
“Name’s Lars....your neighbor from four miles away. Having a party Saturday...thought you’d like
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to come. At five.”
“Great,” says Sam, “after six months out here, I ‘m ready to meet some local folks. Thank
you.”
As Lars is leaving he stops. “Gotta warn you there’s gonna be some drinkin’.” “Not a
problem. After 25 years in business, I can drink with the best of ‘em”, says Sam.
Again, as he starts to leave, Lars stops. “More ‘n’ likely gonna be some fightin’ too.” Sam
says, “Well, I get along with people. I’ll be there.
Thanks again.”
Once again Lars turns from the door. “I’ve seen some wild sex at these parties, too.” “Now
that’s not a problem” says Sam, “I’ve been all alone for six months!
I’ll definitely be there. By the way, what should I wear?”
Lars stops in the door again and says, “Whatever you want, just gonna be the two of us.

Noah in the U.S.
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If Noah had lived in the United States today, the story may have gone something like this:
And the Lord spoke to Noah and said, “In one year, I am going to make it rain and cover
the whole earth with water until all flesh is destroyed. But I want you to save the righteous people
and two of every kind of living thing on earth. Therefore, I am commanding you to build an Ark.”
In a flash of lightning, God delivered the specifications for an Ark. In fear and trembling,
Noah took the plans and agreed to build the ark..
“Remember,” said the Lord, “You must complete the Ark and bring everything aboard in
one year.”
Exactly one year later, fierce storm clouds covered the earth and all the seas of the earth
went into a tumult. The Lord saw that Noah was sitting in his front yard weeping..
“Noah,” he shouted. “Where is the Ark?”
“Lord, please forgive me,” cried Noah. “I did my best, but there were big problems.”
“First, I had to get a permit for construction, and your plans did not meet the building codes. I had
to hire an engineering firm and redraw the plans. Then I got into a fight with OSHA over whether
or not the Ark needed a sprinkler system and approved floatation devices..
“Then, my neighbor objected, claiming I was violating zoning ordinances by building the
Ark in my front yard, so I had to get a variance from the city planning commission..
“Then, I had problems getting enough wood for the Ark, because there was a ban on
cutting trees to protect the Spotted Owl. I finally convinced the U.S. Forest Service that I really
needed the wood to save the owls.. However, the Fish and Wildlife Service won’t let me take 2
owls..
“The carpenters formed a union and went on strike. I had to negotiate a settlement with
the National Labor Relations Board before anyone would pick up a saw or hammer. Now, I have
16 carpenters on the Ark, but still no owls..
“When I started rounding up the other animals, an animal rights group sued me. They
objected to me taking only two of each kind aboard. This suit is pending. Meanwhile, the EPA
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notified me that I could not complete the Ark without filing an environmental impact statement on
your proposed flood.. They didn’t take very kindly to the idea that they had no jurisdiction over the
conduct of the Creator of the Universe..
“Then, the Army Corps of Engineers demanded a map of the proposed flood plain. I sent
them a globe..
“Right now, I am trying to resolve a complaint filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission that I am practicing discrimination by not taking atheists aboard..
“The IRS has seized my assets, claiming that I’m building the Ark in preparation to flee the
country to avoid paying taxes. I just got a notice from the state that I owe them some kind of user
tax and failed to register the Ark as a ‘recreational water craft.’”
“And finally, the ACLU got the courts to issue an injunction against further construction of
the Ark, saying that since God is flooding the earth, it’s a religious event, and, therefore, unconstitutional. I really don’t think I can finish the Ark for another five or six years.”
Noah waited..
The sky began to clear, the sun began to shine, and the seas began to calm.. A rainbow
arched across the sky. Noah looked up hopefully..
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“You mean you’re not going to destroy the earth, Lord?”
“No,” he said sadly. “I don’t have to. The government already has.”

Nurses
A Graduate Nurse throws up when the patient does.
An experienced nurse calls housekeeping when a patient throws up.
A Graduate Nurse wears so many pins on their name badge you can’t read it.
An experienced nurse doesn’t wear a name badge for liability reasons.
A Graduate Nurse charts too much.
An experienced nurse doesn’t chart enough.
A Graduate Nurse loves to run to codes.
An experienced nurse makes graduate nurses run to codes.
A Graduate Nurse wants everyone to know they are a nurse.
An experienced nurse doesn’t want anyone to know they are a nurse.
A Graduate Nurse keeps detailed notes on a pad.
An experienced nurse writes on the back of their hand, paper scraps, napkins, alcohol
preps, etc.
A Graduate Nurse will spend all day trying to reorient a patient.
An experienced nurse will chart the patient is disoriented and restrain them.
A Graduate Nurse can hear a beeping I-med at 50 yards.
An experienced nurse can’t hear any alarms at any distance.
A Graduate Nurse loves to hear abnormal heart and breath sounds.
An experienced nurse doesn’t want to know about them unless the patient is symptomatic.
A Graduate Nurse spends 2 hours giving a patient a bath.
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An experienced nurse lets the CNA give the patient a bath.
A Graduate Nurse thinks people respect Nurses.
An experienced nurse knows everybody blames everything on the nurse.
A Graduate Nurse looks for blood on a bandage hoping they will get to change it.
An experienced nurse knows a little blood never hurt anybody.
A Graduate Nurse looks for a chance “to work with the family”
An experienced nurse avoids the family.
A Graduate Nurse expects meds and supplies to be delivered on time.
An experienced nurse expects them to never be delivered at all.
A Graduate Nurse will spend days bladder training an incontinent patient.
An experienced nurse will insert a Foley.
A Graduate Nurse always answers their phone.
An experienced nurse checks their caller ID before answering the phone.
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A Graduate Nurse thinks psych patients are interesting.
An experienced nurse thinks psych patients are crazy.
A Graduate Nurse carries reference books in their bag.
An experienced nurse carries magazines, lunch, and some “cough syrup” in their bag.
A Graduate Nurse doesn’t find this funny.
An experienced nurse does.

obit
A woman from the deepest, most southern part of Alabama goes into the local newspaper
office to see that the obituary for her recently deceased husband is written. The obit editor informs
her that the fee for the obituary is a dollar per word.
She pauses, reflects and then says, “Well, then, let it read, ‘Billy Bob died’.”
Amused at the woman’s thrift, the editor says, “Sorry ma’am there is a seven word minimum on all obituaries.”
A little flustered, she thinks things over and replies, “In that case, let it read, ‘Billy Bob
died - 1983 Pick-up for sale’.”

Odd musings by George Carlin
If you take an Oriental person and spin him around several times, does he become disoriented?
If people from Poland are called “Poles”, why aren’t people from Holland called “Holes”?
Why do we say something ‘is out of whack’? What’s a whack?
Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery?
If a pig loses its voice, is it disgruntled?
Why do women wear evening gowns to nightclubs? Shouldn’t they be wearing night
gowns?
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If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular?
When someone asks you, “A penny for your thoughts,” and you put your two cents in, what
happens to the other penny?
Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker?
Why do croutons come in airtight packages? It’s just stale bread to begin with.
When cheese gets it’s picture taken, what does it say?
Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist but a person drives a race car not
called a racist?
Why are a wise man and a wise guy opposites?
Why do overlook and oversee mean opposite things?
If horrific means to make horrible, does terrific mean to make terrible?
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Why isn’t 11 pronounced onety one?
“I am” is reportedly the shortest sentence in the English language. Could it be that “I do”
is the longest sentence?
If lawyers are disbarred and clergymen defrocked, doesn’t it follow that electricians can
be delighted, musicians denoted, cowboys deranged, models deposed, tree surgeons debarked,
and dry cleaners depressed?
Do Roman paramedics refer to IV’s as “4’s”?
Why is it that if someone tells you there are 1 billion stars in the universe you will believe
them. But if they tell you a wall has wet paint, you have to touch it to be sure?
Do Lipton Tea employees take coffee breaks?
What hair color do they put on the drivers licenses of bald men?
I was thinking about how people seem to read the Bible a whole lot more as they get
older, then it dawned on me - they’re cramming for their final exam.
I thought about how mothers feed their babies with tiny little spoons and forks so I wondered, what do Chinese mothers use? Toothpicks?
How much deeper would oceans be if sponges didn’t live there?
If it’s true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are the others here for?
You never really learn to swear until you learn to drive.
No one ever says “It’s only a game,” when their team is winning.
Ever wonder what the speed of lightning would be if it didn’t zigzag?
Last night I played a blank tape at full blast. The mime next door went nuts.
If a person with multiple personalities threatens suicide, is that considered a hostage
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situation?
If a cow laughed, would milk come out her nose?
If olive oil comes from olives, where does baby oil come from?

Official Maine Temperature Conversion Chart
60 above
New Yorkers try to turn on the heat.
People in Maine plant gardens.
50 above
Californians shiver uncontrollably.
People in Maine sunbathe.
40 above
Italian & English cars won’t start.
People in Maine drive with the windows down.
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32 above
Distilled water freezes.
Moosehead Lake’s water gets thicker.
20 above
Floridians don coats, thermal underwear, gloves and woolly hats.
People in Maine throw on a flannel shirt
15 above
New York landlords finally turn up the heat.
People in Maine have the last cook-out before it gets cold.
0 - People in Miami all die...
Mainers lick the flagpole.
20 below
Californians fly away to Mexico.
People in Maine get out their winter coats.
40 below
Hollywood disintegrates.
The Girl Scouts in Maine are selling cookies door to door.
60 below
Polar bears begin to evacuate the Artic.
Maine’s Boy Scouts postpone “Winter Survival” classes until it gets cold enough.
80 below
Mt. St. Helen’s freezes.
People in Maine rent some videos.
100 below
Santa Claus abandons the North Pole.
Maine-iacs get frustrated because they can’t thaw the keg.
297 below
Microbial life no longer survives on dairy products.
Cows in Maine complain about farmers with cold hands.
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460 below
ALL atomic motion stops (absolute zero on the Kelvin scale).
People in Maine start saying....”Cold ‘nuff for ya?” (answer: “ayuh”)
500 below
Hell freezes over.
The New England Patriots win the Super Bowl.

Oh, The Irish Ego
Saddam Hussein was sitting in his office wondering who to invade next when his telephone rang.
“Hallo! Mr. Hussein,” a heavily accented voice said. “This is Paddy down in County Cavan,
Ireland. I am ringing to inform you that we are officially declaring war on you!”
“Well, Paddy,” Saddam replied, “This is indeed important news! Tell me, how big is your
army?” “At this moment in time,” said Paddy after a moment’s calculation, “there is myself, my
cousin Sean, my next door neighbor Gerry, and the entire dominoes team from the pub — that
makes 8!”
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Saddam sighed. “I must tell you Paddy that I have 1 million men in my army waiting to
move on my command.”
“Begorra!”, said Paddy, “I’ll have to ring you back!”
Sure enough, the next day Paddy rang back. “Right Mr. Hussein, the war is still on! We
have managed to acquire some equipment!” “And what equipment would that be, Paddy?”
Saddam asked.
“Well, we have 2 combine harvesters, a bulldozer and Murphy’s tractor from the farm.”
Once more Saddam sighed. “I must tell you, Paddy, that I have 16 thousand tanks, 14
thousand armored personnel carriers, and my army has increased to 1 and a half million since we
last spoke.”
“Really?!” said Paddy “I’ll have to ring you back!”
Sure enough, Paddy rang again the next day. “Right Mr. Hussein, the war is still on! We
have managed to get ourselves airborne! We’ve modified Ted’s ultra-light with a couple of rifles in
the cockpit and the bridge team has joined us as well!”
Saddam was silent for a minute, then sighed. “I must tell you Paddy that I have 10 thousand bombers, 20 thousand MiG 19 attack planes, my military complex is surrounded by laserguided surface-to-air missile sites, and since we last spoke, my army has increased to 2 million.”
“Faith and begorra!”, said Paddy, “I’ll have to ring you back.”
Sure enough, Paddy called again the next day. “Right Mr. Hussein, I am sorry to tell you
that we have had to call off the war.”
“I’m sorry to hear that” said Saddam. “Why the sudden change of heart?”
“Well,” said Paddy “We’ve all had a chat, and there’s no way we can feed 2 million
prisoners.”
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You know you’re from Canada when...
1.. You only know three spices: salt, pepper and ketchup.
2.. You design your Halloween costume to fit over a snowsuit.
3.. The mosquitoes have landing lights.
4.. You have more miles on your snow blower than your car.
5.. You have 10 favorite recipes for moose meat.
6.. Canadian Tire on any Saturday is busier than the toy stores at Christmas.
7. You live in a house that has no front step, yet the door is one meter above the ground.
8.. You’ve taken your kids trick-or-treating in a blizzard.
9.. Driving is better in the winter because the potholes are filled in with snow.
10.. You think sexy lingerie is tube-socks and a flannel ‘nightie’ with only 8 buttons.
11.. You owe more money on your snowmobile than your car.
12.. The local paper covers national and international headlines on 2 pages, but requires 6
pages for hockey.
13.. At least twice a year, the kitchen doubles as a meat processing plant.
14.. The most effective mosquito repellent is a shotgun.
15.. Your snow blower gets stuck on the roof.
16.. You think the start of deer season is a national holiday.
17.. You head south to go to your cottage.
18.. You frequently clean grease off your barbecue so the bears won’t prowl on your deck.
19.. You know which leaves make good toilet paper.
20.. The major parish fund-raiser isn’t bingo it’s sausage making.
21.. You find -40C a little chilly.
22.. The trunk of your car doubles as a deep freeze.
23.. You attend a formal event in your best clothes, your finest jewellery and your Sorels.
24.. You can play road hockey on skates.
25.. You know 4 seasons: Winter, Still Winter, almost Winter and construction.
26.. The municipality buys a Zamboni before a bus.
27.. You understand the Labatt Blue commercials.
28.. You perk up when you hear the theme from “Hockey Night in Canada”.
29.. You actually get these jokes and forward them to all your Canadian friends.

Old Aunties
HOW TO STOP PEOPLE FROM BUGGING YOU ABOUT GETTING MARRIED
Old aunts used to come up to me at weddings, poking me in the ribs and cackling, telling me,
“You’re next.”
They stopped after I started doing the same thing to them at funerals.

Old buddies
Two very elderly ladies were enjoying the sunshine on a park bench in Miami.
They had been meeting at that park every sunny day for over 12 years, chatting, and
enjoying each other’s friendship.
One day the younger of the two turns to the other and says, “Please don’t be angry with
me, dear, but I am embarrassed, after all these years. What is your name? I am trying to remember, but I just can’t.”
The older friend stares at her, looking very distressed, says nothing for two full minutes,
and finally replies, “How soon do you have to know?”
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Old George
70 year old George went for his annual physical. All of his tests came back with normal
results. Dr. Smith said, “George, everything looks great physically. How are you doing mentally
and emotionally? Are you at peace with yourself and do you have a good relationship with
God?”
George replied, “God and me are tight! He knows I have poor eyesight, so He’s fixed it so
that when I get up in the middle of the night to go to the bathroom “POOF” the light goes on.
Then when I’m done “POOF” the light goes off.
“Wow!” commented Dr. Smith, “That’s incredible!”
A little later in the day, Dr. Smith called George’s wife. “Ethel,” he said, “George is doing
fine. Physically he’s great! But, I had to call because I’m in awe of his relationship with God. Is it
true that he get’s up during the night and “POOF” the light goes on in the bathroom, and then
when he is through “POOF” the light goes off?”
Ethel exclaimed, “Oh, my God! He’s peeing in the refrigerator again!”

Old Man in Ireland
An aging man lived alone in Ireland. His only son was in Long Kesh Prison, and he didn’t
know anyone who would spade up his potato garden.
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The old man wrote to his son about it, and received this reply, “For HEAVEN’S SAKE, don’t
dig up that garden, that’s where I buried the GUNS!”
At 4 A.M. the next morning, a dozen British soldiers showed up and dug up the entire
garden, but didn’t find any guns.
Confused, the man wrote to his son telling him what happened and asking him what to do
next. His son’s reply was: “Now plant your potatoes.”

old men
Two elderly gentlemen, who had been without sex for several years, decided they needed
to visit a cathouse for some tail..... When they arrived, the madam took one look at them and
decided she wasn’t going to waste any of her girls on these two old men.
So she used “blowup” dolls instead. She put the dolls in each man’s room and left them to
their business. After the two men were finished, they started for home and got to talking. The first
man said, “I think the girl I had was dead. She never moved, talked or even groaned... how was it
for you?”
The second man replied, “I think mine was a witch.”
The first man asked, “How’s that?”
“Well,” said the second man, “when I nibbled on her breast.....she farted and flew out the
window!”

Just imagine!
Sitting on the side of the highway waiting to catch speeding drivers, a State Police Officer
sees a car puttering along at 22 MPH. He thinks to himself, “This driver is just as dangerous as a
speeder!” So he turns on his lights and pulls the driver over.
Approaching the car, he notices that there are five old ladies — two in the front seat and
three in the back - eyes wide and white as ghosts.
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The driver, obviously confused, says to him, “Officer, I don’t understand, I was doing
exactly the speed limit! What seems to be the problem?”
“Ma’am,” the officer replies, “You weren’t speeding, but you should know that driving
slower than the speed limit can also be a danger to other drivers.”
“Slower than the speed limit?” she asked. No sir, I was doing the speed limit exactly...
Twenty-Two miles an hour!” the old woman says a bit proudly. The State Police officer, trying to
contain a chuckle explains to her that “22” was the route number, not the speed limit. A bit
embarrassed, the woman grinned and thanked the officer for pointing out her error.
“But before I let you go, Ma’am, I have to ask... Is everyone in this car ok? These women
seem awfully shaken and they haven’t muttered a single peep this whole time.” the officer asks.
“Oh, they’ll be alright in a minute officer. We just got off Route 119.”

Old Ways are the Best
A young doctor moved out to a small community to replace the aging doctor there. The
older doctor suggested that the younger doctor accompany him as he made his house calls so that
the people of the community could become accustomed to him.
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At the first house they visited, the younger doctor listened intently as the older doctor and
an older lady discussed the weather, their grandchildren and the latest church bulletin. After some
time, the older doctor asked his patient how she had been feeling.
“I’ve been a little sick to my stomach,” she replied.
“Well,” said the older physician, “you’ve probably been over doing it a bit with the fresh
fruit. Why don’t you cut back on the amount of fresh fruit you eat and see if that helps.”
As they left the house, the younger doctor asked how the older doctor had reached his
diagnosis so quickly.
“You didn’t even examine that woman,” the younger doctor stated.
“I didn’t have to,” the elder physician explained. “You noticed that I dropped my stethoscope on the floor in there. Well when I bent over to pick it up, I looked around and noticed a half
dozen banana peels in the trashcan. That is probably what has been making her ill.”
“That’s pretty sneaky,” commented the younger doctor. “Do you mind if I try it at the next
house?”
“I don’t suppose it could hurt anything,” the elder physician replied.
At the next house, the two doctors visited with a widow. They spent several minutes
discussing the weather and grandchildren and the latest church bulletin. After several minutes,
the younger doctor asked the widow how she had been feeling lately.
“I’ve felt terribly run down lately,” the widow replied. “I just don’t have as much energy as
I used to.”
“You’ve probably been doing too much work for the church,” the younger doctor suggested without even examining his patient. “Perhaps you should ease up a bit and see if that
helps.”
As they left, the elder physician said, “Your diagnosis is probably right, but do you mind
telling me how you came to that conclusion?”
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“Sure,” replied the younger doctor. “Just like you, I dropped my stethoscope on the floor.
When I bent down to pick it up, I looked around and there was the preacher hiding under the
bed!”

Ole & Lena
Ole took Lena home with him and took off his shirt.
Lena says, “Ole dat’s some chest you have dare.”
Ole says, “Lena, dat’s a hunnert pounds of dynamite.”
Next he took off his pants.
Lena says, “Ole dat’s nice calves you have dare.”
Ole says, “Lena dat’s a hunnert pounds of dynamite.”
Ole quickly reached down and pulled off his underpants and Lena screamed and ran out
the door.
Ole put his clothes back on and ran after her.
Catching her Ole said, “ Lena, viy did you run out like dat?”
Lena said, “Vith all dat dynamite around, I taught it vas going to explode ven I saw how
short da fuse vas!

Olympic Committee questions-for real!
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Here are some of the classic questions that were asked of the Sydney Olympic
Committee via their web site & answers supplied where appropriate.
Q. Does it ever get windy in Australia? I have never seen it rain on TV, so how do the
plants grow? (UK)
A. Upwards, out of the ground, like the person who asked this question who, themselves,
will need watering if their IQ drops any lower.
Q. Will I be able to see kangaroos in the street? (US)
A. Depends on how much beer you’ve consumed.
Q. Which direction should I drive - Perth to Darwin or Darwin to Perth - to avoid diving with
the sun in my eyes? (Germany)
A. Excellent question, considering that the Olympics are being held in Sydney.
Q. I want to walk from Perth to Sydney. Can I follow the railroad tracks? (Sweden)
A. Sure, it’s only three thousand miles, so you’ll need to have started about a year ago to
get there in time for this October.
Q. Is it safe to run around in the bushes in Australia? (Sweden)
A. And accomplish what?
Q. It is imperative that I find the names and addresses of places to contact for a stuffed
porpoise. (Italy)
A. I’m not touching this one.
Q. My client wants to take a steel pooper-scooper into Australia. Will you let her in? (South
Africa)
A. Why? We do have toilet paper here.
Q. Can I bring cutlery into Australia? (UK)
A. Why bother? Use your fingers like the rest of us.
Q. Do you have perfume in Australia? (France)
A. No. Everybody stinks.
Q. Can I wear high heels in Australia? (UK)
A. This HAS to have been asked by a blonde.
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Q. Can you tell me the regions in Tasmania where the female population is smaller than
the male population? (Italy)
A. Yes. Gay nightclubs.
Q. Do you celebrate Christmas in Australia? (France)
A. Yes. At Christmas.
Q. Can I drive to the Great Barrier Reef? (Germany)
A. Sure, if your vehicle is amphibious.
Q. Are there killer bees in Australia? (Germany)
A. Not yet, but we’ll see what we can do when you get there.
Q. Can you give me some information about hippo racing in Australia? (US)
A. What’s this guy smoking and where do I get some?
Q. Are there supermarkets in Sydney and is milk available all year round? (Germany)
A. Another blonde?
Q. Please send me a list of all doctors in Australia who can dispense rattlesnake serum.
(US)
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A. There are no rattlesnakes in Australia.
Q. Which direction is north in Australia? (US)
A. Face north and you should be about right.
Q. Can you send me the Vienna Boy’s Choir schedule? (US)
A. Americans have long had considerable trouble distinguishing between Austria and
Australia.
Q. I have developed a new product that is the fountain of youth. Can you tell me where I
can sell it in Australia? (US)
A. From Liz Taylor, perhaps?
Q. Are there places in Australia where you can make love outdoors? (Italy)
A. Yes. Outdoors.
Q. Will I be able to speak English most places I go? (US)
A. Yes, but you’ll have to learn it first.

Olympics humor
An English man, a Scots man and an Irish man were trying to get in to see the Olympics
without tickets. So they got to the stadium during one of the main events and discussed how they
would be able to attend without paying.
The English man walked around the stadium and saw a pole lying on the ground and
picked it up. He walked to the entrance and said, “Peter. England. Pole throwing.” The guards let
him in without hesitation.
While walking, the Scots man sees a manhole. He picks up the cover, carries it under his
arm to the entrance and says, “McGregor. Scotland. Discus throwing. The guards let him in also.
The Irish man is very frantic, since both his friends are now inside. He walks around the
stadium and finds a roll of barbed wire. He picks it up, walks to the entrance and says, “Murphy.
Ireland. Fencing.”
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On a flight....
Jerry Falwell was seated next to President Clinton on a recent flight.
Once the plane was airborne, the flight attendant came around for drink orders. The
President asked for a whiskey and soda. The flight attendant then asked the minister if he too
would like a drink. Mr. Falwell replied in disgust, “Ma’am, I’d rather be savagely raped by a
brazen whore, than let liquor touch these lips.”
The President then handed his drink back to the flight attendant and said, “My apologies, I
didn’t realize there was a choice...I’ll have the same thing he’s having.”

On Earth as it is in Heaven
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One day, there was a catastrophic event which caused all living creatures on earth to die.
To sort things out, everyone went to heaven. God approaches and says, “I want the men to
make two lines. One line for the men who ruled their women on earth and the other line for the
men who were ruled by their women.
Also, I want all the women to go with St. Peter.” With that said and done, the next time
God looked, the women were gone and there were two lines.The line of men who were ruled by
their women was 1000 miles long, and in the line of men who ruled their women, there was only
one man. God became angry and said, “You men should be ashamed of yourselves. I created you
in my image and you were all whipped by your mates. Look at the only one of my sons who stood
up and made me proud. Learn from him! Tell them, my son, how did you manage to be the only
one in this line?
”The man replied, “I don’t know, my wife told me to stand here.”

On Trial
A defendant was on trial for murder. There was strong evidence indicating guilt, but there
was no corpse. In the defense’s closing statement the lawyer, knowing that his client would
probably be convicted, resorted to a trick: “Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I have a surprise for
you all,” the lawyer said as he looked at his watch. “Within one minute, the person presumed
dead in this case will walk into this courtroom.” He looked toward the courtroom door. The jurors,
somewhat stunned, all looked on eagerly. A minute passed. Nothing happened.
Finally the lawyer said, “Actually, I made up the previous statement. But you all looked on
with anticipation. I therefore put it to you that there is reasonable doubt in this case as to whether
anyone was killed and insist that you return a verdict of not guilty.”
The jury, clearly confused, retired to deliberate. A few minutes later, the jury returned and
pronounced a verdict of guilty. “But how?” inquired the lawyer. “You must have had some doubt, I
saw all of you stare at the door.”
The jury foreman replied: “Oh, we did look, but your client didn’t.”

Only in America
1. Only in America......can a pizza get to your house faster than an ambulance.
2. Only in America......are there handicap parking places in front of a skating rink.
3. Only in America......do drugstores make the sick walk all the way to the back of the store
to get their prescriptions while healthy people can buy cigarettes at the front.
4. Only in America......do people order double cheese burgers, large fries, and a diet coke.
5. Only in America....do banks leave both doors open and then chain the pens to the
counters.
6. Only in America......do we leave cars worth thousands of dollars in the driveway and put
our useless junk in the garage.
7. Only in America......do we use answering machines to screen calls and then have call
waiting so we won’t miss a call from someone we didn’t want to talk to in the first place.
8. Only in America......do we buy hot dogs in packages of ten and buns in packages of
eight.
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9. Only in America......do we use the word ‘politics’ to describe the process so well: ‘Poli’
in Latin meaning ‘many’ and ‘tics’ meaning ‘bloodsucking creatures’.
10. Only in America......do they have drive-up ATM machines with Braille lettering.

Only in California!
California Highway Patrol officer pulled a car over south of San Diego and told the driver
“congratulations, that because he and his passenger had been wearing their seatbelts, he had just
won $5,000 dollars in the California statewide safety competition.”
“What are you going to do with the money?” asked the Highway Patrol Officer.
“Well, I guess I’m going to get a driver’s license,” he answered.
“Oh, don’t listen to him,” yelled a woman in the passenger seat. “He’s a smart aleck when
he’s drunk.”
This woke up the guy in the back-seat, who took one look at the cop and moaned, “I knew
we wouldn’t get far in a stolen car.”
At that moment, there was a knock from the trunk and a voice said, in Spanish, “Are we
over the border yet?”
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Opening An Account
A crusty old man walks into a bank and shouts to the woman at the teller window ......”I
want to open a damn checking account.”
The astonished woman replies, “I beg your pardon, sir. I must have misunderstood you.
What did you say?
“Listen up damnit. I said I want to open a damn checking account now!!”
“I’m very sorry sir, but that kind of language is not tolerated in this bank.” The teller leaves
the window and goes over to the bank manager to inform him of her situation.
The manager agrees that the teller does not have to listen to that foul language.
They both return to the window and the manager asks the old geezer, “Sir, what seems to
be the problem here?”
“There is no damn problem,” the man says. “I just won 50 million bucks in the damn
lottery and I just want to open a damn checking account in this damn bank, okay?”
“I see,” says the manager, “and is this bitch giving you a hard time?”

Oreo Psychology
OREO PSYCHO-PERSONALITY TEST
Psychologists have discovered that the manner in which people eat Oreo cookies provides
great insight into their personalities. Choose which method best describes your favorite method of
eating Oreos:
1. The whole thing all at once.
2. One bite at a time
3. Slow and methodical nibbles, examining the results of each bite afterwards.
4. In little feverous nibbles.
5. Dunked in some liquid (milk, coffee...).
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6. Twisted apart, the inside, then the cookie.
7. Twisted apart, the inside, and toss the cookie.
8. Just the cookie, not the inside.
9. I just like to lick them, not eat them.
10. I don’t have a favorite way because I don’t like Oreos.
Your Personality:
1. The whole thing.
This means you consume life with abandon, you are fun to be with, exciting, carefree with
some hint of recklessness. You are totally irresponsible. No one should trust you with their children.
2. One bite at a time.
You are lucky to be one of the 5.4 billion other people who eat their Oreos this very same
way. Just like them, you lack imagination, but that’s okay, not to worry, you’re normal.
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3. Slow and methodical.
You follow the rules. You’re very tidy and orderly. You’re very meticulous in every detail
with every thing you do to the point of being anal-retentive and irritating to others. Stay out of the
fast lane if you’re only going to go the speed limit.
4. Feverous Nibbles.
Your boss likes you because you get your work done quickly. You always have a million
things to do and never enough time to do them. Mental break downs and suicides run in your
family. Valium and Ritalin would do you good.
5. Dunked.
Every one likes you because you are always upbeat. You like to sugarcoat unpleasant
experiences and rationalize bad situations into good ones. You are in total denial about the
shambles you call a life. You have a propensity towards narcotic addiction.
6. Twisted apart, the inside, and then the cookie.
You have a highly curious nature. You take pleasure in breaking things apart to find out
how they work, though you’re not always able to put them back together, so you destroy all the
evidence of your activities. You deny your involvement when things go wrong. You are a compulsive liar and exhibit deviant, if not criminal, behavior.
7. Twisted apart, the inside, and then toss the cookie.
You are good at business and take risk that pay off. You take what you want and throw the
rest away. You are greedy, selfish, mean, and lack feelings for others. You should be ashamed of
yourself. But that’s okay, you don’t care, you got yours.
8. Just the cookie, not the inside.
You enjoy pain.
9. I just like to lick them, not eat them.
Stay away from small furry animals and seek professional medical help immediately.
10. I don’t have a favorite way because I don’t like Oreo cookies.
You probably come from a rich family, and you like to wear nice things and go to upscale
restaurants. You are particular and fussy about the things you buy, own, and wear. Things have to
be just right. You like to be pampered. You are a prima donna. There’s just no pleasing you.
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OUCH!!!!!!!
A hip young man goes out and buys the best car available: a brand new Ferrari 550. It is
also the most expensive car in the world, and it costs him $500,000.
He takes it out for a spin and stops for a red light. An old man on a moped (about 75 years
old) pulls up next to him.
The old man looks over at the sleek, shiny car and asks, “What kind of car ya’ got there,
sonny?”
The young man replies, “A Ferrari 550. It cost half a million dollars!”
“That’s a lot of money, “says the old man. “Why does it cost so much?”
“Because this car can do up to 320 miles an hour!” states the young dude proudly.
The moped driver asks, “Mind if I take a look inside?”
“No problem,” replies the owner.
So the old man pokes his head in the window and looks around. Then sitting back on his
moped, the old man says, “That’s a pretty nice car, all right...but I’ll stick with my moped!”
Just then the light changes so the guy decides to show the old man just what his car can
do. He floors it, and within 30 seconds the speedometer reads 160 mph.
Suddenly, he notices a dot in his rear view mirror.
It seems to be getting closer! He slows down to see what it could be and suddenly,
whhhoooossshhh!
Something whips by him, going much faster!!!! “What on earth could be going faster than
my Ferrari?!” the young man asks himself. He floors the accelerator and takes the Ferrari up to
250 mph.
Then, up ahead of him, he sees that it’s the old man on the moped. Amazed that the
moped could pass his Ferrari he gives it some more gas and passes the moped at 275 mph.
Whoooooosh!
He’s feeling pretty good until he looks in his mirror and sees the old man gaining on him
again. Astounded by the speed of this old guy he floors the gas pedal and takes the Ferrari all the
way up to 320 mph. Not ten seconds later he sees the moped bearing down on him again.
The Ferrari is flat out and there’s nothing he can do.
Suddenly the moped plows into the back of his Ferrari, demolishing the rear.
The young man jumps out, and unbelievably, the old man is still alive!!!
He runs up to the mangled old man and says, “Oh my God! Is there anything I can do for
you?”
The old man whispers with his dying breath, “Unhook...my suspenders from your side-view
mirror.

Decisions
You are the President of the United States.
Scientists have discovered a meteor that is headed towards the earth.
They have calculated that it will strike France in 2 days, at approximately 2:30 A.M. The
meteor is large enough to completely wipe France from the face of the earth forever.
France and the United Nations have requested that the United States send all available
ships and aircraft to help evacuate the country. Among the ships and planes you could be sending
are many that are being used to fight the war on terror overseas.
As the President, you must decide: Do you...
A) Stay up late on the night of the impact to watch the coverage live?
B) Tape it and watch it in the morning?
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Our President, ya just gotta luv him...
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One of the nation’s largest soup manufacturers announced today that they will be stocking
America’s shelves this week with their newest Soup creation, “Clinton Soup,” that will honor one
of the nation’s most distinguished men. It consists primarily of a small weenie in hot water.
Chrysler Corporation is adding a new car to its line to honor Bill Clinton. The Dodge
Drafter will begin production in Canada this year.
When Clinton was asked what he thought about foreign affairs, he replied: “I don’t know, I
never had one.”
If you came across Bill Clinton struggling in a raging river and you had a choice between
rescuing him or getting a Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph, what shutter speed would you use?
Chelsea asked her dad, “Do all fairy tales begin with once upon a time?”
Bill Clinton replied, “No, some begin with ‘After I’m elected’.”
Clinton’s mother prayed fervently that Bill would grow up and be president. So far, half of
her prayer has been answered.
American Indians have nicknamed Bill Clinton as “Walking Eagle” because he is so full of
crap he can’t fly.
Clinton only lacks three things to become one of America’s finest leaders: integrity, vision,
and wisdom.
Clinton is doing the work of three men: Larry, Curly, and Moe.
Revised judicial oath: “I solemnly swear to tell the truth as I know it, the whole truth as I
believe it to be, and nothing but what I think you need to know.”
Politicians and diapers have one thing in common. They should both be changed regularly, and for the same reason.

Out drinkin’
Two married buddies are out drinking one night when one turns to the other and says,
“You know, I don’t know what else to do. Whenever I go home after we’ve been out drinking, I
turn the headlights off before I get to the driveway. I shut off the engine and sneak up the stairs, I
get undressed in the bathroom. I ease into bed and my wife STILL wakes up and yells at me for
staying out so late!”
His buddy looks at him and says, “Well, you’re obviously taking the wrong approach. I
screech into the driveway, slam the door, storm up the steps, throw my shoes into the closet, jump
into bed, slap her on the butt and say, “you as horny as I am?” ....and she always acts like she’s
sound asleep!

Out of the mouth of babes
A little girl was talking to her teacher about whales. The teacher said it was physically
impossible for a whale to swallow a human because even though they were a very large mammal
their throat was very small. The little girl stated that Jonah was swallowed by a whale. The
teacher reiterated that a whale could not swallow a human; it was impossible.
The little girl said, “When I get to heaven I will ask Jonah.”
The teacher asked, “What if Jonah went to hell?”
The little girl replied, “Then you ask him.”

Oz
The last four US Presidents are caught in a tornado, and off they spin to OZ. After threatening trials
and tribulations, they finally make it to Emerald City and come before the Great Wizard.
“ WHAT BRINGS YOU BEFORE THE GREAT WIZARD?”
Jimmy Carter steps forward timidly:” I had a terrible time with Iran, so I’ve come for some courage.”
” NO PROBLEM” says the Wizard, “WHO IS NEXT? “
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Ronald Reagan steps forward,” Well.., Well.., Well.., I need a brain”,
”NO PROBLEM” says the Wizard.
”WHO COMES NEXT BEFORE THE GREAT WIZARD?”
Up steps George Bush, “Sadly, I’m told by the American people that I need a heart.”
”I’VE HEARD IT’S TRUE” says the Wizard.” CONSIDER IT DONE.”
Then there is a great silence. Bill Clinton is just standing there looking around, not saying a word.
Irritated, the Wizard finally asks, “WELL,WHAT BRINGS YOU TO THE EMERALD CITY?”
Clinton asks, “ Where’s Dorothy?”
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Father
Little Johnny got on a bus and sat down next to a man. He noticed that the man had a
strange kind of shirt collar, so he asked him, “Excuse me, sir, but why do you have your shirt collar
on backwards?”
The man smiled kindly and answered, “I wear this collar because I am a Father.”
Little Johnny thought a second and responded, “Sir, I have a father, but he wears his
collar the other way around. Why do you wear your collar so differently?” The priest thought for a
minute, and said, “I am the Father for many.”
Little Johnny quickly answered, “My father, too, is the father of many. He has four sons,
four daughters, and many grandchildren.
But he wears his collar like everyone else does.
Why do you wear yours backwards?” The priest, flustered, said impatiently, “I am the
Father for hundreds and hundreds of people.”
Little Johnny sat silently for a long time. As he got up to leave the bus, he leaned over to
the priest and said, “Mister, maybe you should wear your pants backwards.

Payback is a bitch...
Jake was dying. His wife, Becky, was maintaining a candlelight vigil by his side. She held
his fragile hand, tears running down her face.
Her praying roused him from his slumber. He looked up and his pale lips began to move
slightly, “My darling Becky,” he whispered.
“Hush, my love,” she said. “Rest. Shhh, don’t talk.”
He was insistent. “Becky,” he said in his tired voice, “I have something I must confess to
you.”
“There’s nothing to confess,” replied the weeping Becky. Everything’s all right. Go to
sleep.”
“No, no, I must die in peace, Becky. I slept with your sister, your best friend, her best friend
and your mother!”
“I know,” Becky whispered softly. “That’s why I poisoned you.”
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Pearls of Wisdom
1. Birds of a feather flock together so they can crap on your car.
2. There’s always a lot to be thankful for if you take time to look for it. For example, I am sitting
here thinking how nice it is that wrinkles don’t hurt.
3. When I’m feeling down, I like to whistle. It makes the neighbor’s dog that barks all the time run
to the end of his chain and gag himself.
4. If you can’t be kind, at least have the decency to be vague.
5. A penny saved is a government oversight.
6. The older you get, the tougher it is to lose weight, because by then your body and your fat are
really good friends.
7. The easiest way to find something lost around the house is to buy a replacement.
8. He who hesitates is probably right.
9. If you can smile when things go wrong, you have someone in mind to blame.
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10. The sole purpose of a child’s middle name is so he can tell when he’s really in trouble.

penguins
A man drives to a gas station and has his tank filled up. The gas station attendant sees two
penguins sitting on the back seat of the car and asks the driver, “What’s up with the penguins in
the back seat?”
The man in the car says, “I found them. I asked myself what to do with them but, I haven’t
a clue.”
The clerk ponders a bit then says, “You should take them to the zoo.”
“Yeah, that’s a good idea,” says the man in the car and drives away.
The next day the man is back at the same gas station. The attendant sees the penguins are
still in the back seat of the car and says, “Hey, they’re still here! I thought you were going to take
them to the zoo!”
“Oh, I did,” says the driver, “and we had a swell time. Today I’m taking them to the
beach.”

Password
A woman was helping her computer-illiterate husband set up his computer, and at the
appropriate point in the process, told him that he would now need to choose a password. Something he will use to log on.
The husband was in a rather amorous mood and figured he would try for the shock effort
to bring this to his wife’s attention. So, when the computer asked him to enter his password, he
made it plainly obvious to his wife that he was keying in, “p e n i s”.
His wife fell off her chair laughing when the computer replied:
***PASSWORD REJECTED. NOT LONG ENOUGH
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What’s a perfect day?
Perfect day for a woman:
8:15 Wake up to hugs and kisses.
8:30 Weigh 5 lbs. lighter than yesterday.
8:45 Breakfast in bed, fresh squeezed orange juice and croissants.
9.15 Soothing hot bath with fragrant lilac bath oil.
10:00 Light workout at club with handsome, funny personal trainer.
10:30 Facial, manicure, shampoo, and comb out.
12:00 Lunch with best friend at an outdoor cafe.
12:45 Notice ex-boyfriend’s wife, she has gained 30 lbs.
1:00 Shopping with friends.
3:00 Nap.
4:00 A dozen roses delivered by florist. Card is from a secret admirer.
4:15 Light workout at club followed by a gentle massage.
5:30 Pick outfit for dinner. Primp before mirror.
7:30 Candlelight dinner for two followed by dancing.
10:00 Hot shower. Alone.
10:30 Make love.
11:00 Pillow talk, light touching and cuddling.
11:15 Fall asleep in his big, strong arms.
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Perfect Day for a Man
6:00 Alarm.
6:15 Blowjob.
6:30 Massive dump while reading the sports section.
7:00 Breakfast. Filet Mignon, eggs, toast and coffee.
7:30 Limo arrives.
7:45 Bloody Mary en route to airport.
9:30 Limo to Augusta National Golf Club.
9:45 Play front nine at Augusta, finish 2 under par.
11:45 Lunch. 2 dozen oysters on the half shell. 3 Heinekens.
12:15 Blowjob.
12:30 Play back nine at Augusta, finish 4 under par.
2:15 Limo back to airport. Drink 2 Bombay martinis.
2:30 Private jet to Nassau, Bahamas. Nap.
3:15 Late afternoon fishing excursion with topless female crew.
4:30 Catch world record light tackle marlin-1249 lbs.
5:00 Jet back home. En route, get massage from naked supermodel.
7:00 Watch CNN Newsflash. Clinton resigns.
7:30 Dinner. Lobster appetizers, 1963 Dom Perignon, 20 Oz. New York strip.
9:00 Relax after dinner with 1789 Augler Cognac and Cohiba Cuban cigar.
10:00 Have sex with two 18 year old nymphomaniacs.
11:00 Massage and Jacuzzi.
11:45 Go to bed.
11:50 Let loose a 12 second, 4 octave fart. Watch the dog leave the room.
11:55 Laugh yourself to sleep.

Personal Gift
A guy wanted to buy a gift for his new girl friend’s birthday and as they had only started
dating, after careful consideration, he decided a pair of gloves would strike the right note: personal, but not too personal. Accompanied by the girl friend’s younger sister, he went to Herrod’s
and bought a pair of white gloves. The sister purchased a pair of panties for herself. During the
wrapping, however, the clerk got the items mixed up and the sister got the gloves and the girl
friend got the panties.
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The guy sent the package to the girl friend with the following note:
I chose these because I noticed you are not in the habit of wearing any in the evening. If it
had not been for your sister, I would have chosen the long ones with the buttons, but she wears
the short ones that are easier to remove.
These are a delicate shade, but the sales clerk that helped me has a pair that she has
been wearing for the past three weeks and they are hardly soiled. Had her try yours on for me and
she looked really smart. I wish I was there to put them on for you the first time, as no doubt other
hands will come into contact with them before I have a chance to see you again. When you take
them off, remember to blow in them before putting them away as they will naturally be a little
damp from wearing. Just think how many times I will kiss them during the coming year. I hope
you will wear them for me Friday night.
All my love.
PS: The latest style is to wear them folded down with a little fur showing.

perverted
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A six-year-old walks into the kitchen where his mom is preparing a meal and says: “Mom,
the last few nights I have woke up to this thumping noise coming out of your bedroom and when I
looked to see what it is, you’re sitting on top of dad and bouncing up and down. Why are you
doing that?”
The startled mother recovers quickly and says, “Your dad is a little overweight and I’m
trying to get him back to normal size. I bounce on him to get all the air out of him.”
The little kid just shakes his head and says, “Mom, you’re wasting your time, because,
once a week, that nice-looking lady next door comes over and blows daddy right back up!”

petrol
A Marine colonel, on his way home from work at the Pentagon, came to a dead halt in
traffic and thought to himself, “Wow, this traffic seems worse than usual. Nothing’s even moving.”
He noticed a police officer walking back and forth between the lines of cars, so he rolled
down his window and asked, “Officer what’s the hold up?”
The officer replied, “The President is just so depressed about the thought of moving with
Hillary to New York that he stopped his motorcade in the middle of the Beltway and he’s threatening to douse himself in gasoline and set himself on fire. He says his family hates him and he
doesn’t have the money to pay for the new house. We’re taking up a collection for him.”
“Oh really? How much do you have so far?”
“About three hundred gallons, but a lot of folks are still siphoning.”

pharmacy
A girl asks her boyfriend to come over Friday night and have dinner with her parents.
Since this is such a big event, the girl announces to the boyfriend that, after dinner, she would like
to go out and have sex for the first time also.
Well, the boy is ecstatic, but he has never had sex before, so he takes a trip to the pharmacist to get some condoms. The pharmacist helps the boy for about an hour. He tells the boy everything there is to know about condoms and sex.
At the register, the pharmacist asks the boy how many condoms he’s like to buy: a 3-pack,
10-pack, or family pack. The boy insists on the Family pack because he thinks he will be rather
busy, it being his first time and all.
That night, the boy shows up at the girl’s parent’s house and meets his girlfriend at the
door. “Oh I am so excited for you to meet my parents!” she says. “Come on in!”
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The boy goes in and is taken to the dinner table. He takes a seat and shortly after, her
parents enter and take their seats. The boy quickly offers to say grace and bows his head. A
minute passes and the boy is still in deep prayer with his head down.
Ten minutes pass and he is still quietly praying.
Finally after 20 minutes, the girl leans over to the boy, whose head is still bowed and
whispers to her boyfriend, “I had no idea that you were this religious.”
The boy turns and whispers back, “I had no idea your father was a pharmacist.”

phone messages
A is for academics,
B is for beer.
One of those reasons is
Why we’re not here.
So leave a message.
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Hi. This is John: If you are the phone company, I already sent the money.
If you are my parents, please send money. If you are my financial aid institution, you didn’t
lend me enough money. If you are my friends, you owe me money. If you are a female, I have
plenty of money.
“Hi. Now you say something.”
(From a Japanese guy in Toronto.) He-lo! This is Sa-to. If you leave message, I call you
soon. If you leave *sexy* message, I call sooner!
“Hi! John’s answering machine is broken. This is his refrigerator. Please speak very slowly,
and I’ll stick your message to myself with one of these magnets.”
“Hello, this is Sally’s microwave. Her answering machine just eloped with her tape deck,
so I’m stuck taking her calls. If you’d like anything cooked while you leave your message, just
hold it up to the phone.”
“Hello, you are talking to a machine. I am capable of receiving messages. My owners do
not need siding, windows, or a hot tub. Their carpets are always clean. They give to charity
through their office and do not need any pictures taken. They believe the stock market is a random crapshoot, and the entire insurance industry is one huge scam perpetrated by Mafioso
accountants. If you’re still with me, leave your name and number and they will get back to you.”
“Hi. I am probably home. I’m just avoiding someone I don’t like. Leave me a message,
and if I don’t call back, it’s you.”
“This is not an answering machine: this is a telepathic thought recording device. After the
tone, think about your name, your reason for calling, and a number where you can be reached,
and my owner will think about returning your call.”
“Hi, this is George. I’m sorry I can’t answer the phone right now. Leave a message, and
then wait by your phone until I call you back.” “If you are a burglar, then we’re probably at home
cleaning our weapons right now and can’t come to the phone. Otherwise, we probably aren’t
home and it’s safe to leave us a message.”
“You’re growing tired. Your eyelids are getting heavy. You feel very sleepy now. You are
gradually losing your willpower and your ability to resist suggestions. When you hear the tone you
will feel helplessly compelled to leave your name, number, and a message.”
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“Hello, you’ve reached Jim and Sonya. We can’t pick up the phone right now, because
we’re doing something we really enjoy. I like doing it up and down, and Sonya likes doing it left
to right... real slowly. So leave a message, and when we’re done brushing our teeth we’ll get
back to you.”

Pig joke
A Georgia farmer buys several pigs, hoping to breed them for ham, bacon, etc. After
several weeks, he notices that none of the pigs are getting pregnant, and calls a vet for help. The
vet tells the farmer that he should try artificial insemination.
The farmer doesn’t have the slightest idea what this means but, not wanting to display
ignorance, only asks the vet how he will know when the pigs are pregnant.
The vet tells him that they will stop standing around and will, instead, lay down and
wallow in the mud when they are pregnant.
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The farmer hangs up and gives it some thought. He comes to the conclusion that artificial
insemination means he has to impregnate the pigs. So, he loads the pigs into his truck, drives
them out into the woods, has sex with them all, brings them back and goes to bed.
Next morning, he wakes and looks out the window at the pigs.
Seeing that they are all still standing around, he concludes that the first try didn’t take, and
loads them in the truck again. He drives them out to the woods, bangs each pig twice for good
measure, brings them back and goes to bed.
Next morning, he wakes to find the pigs still just standing around. One more try, he tells
himself, and proceeds to load them up and drive them out to the woods. He spends ALL day
shagging the pigs and, upon returning home, falls into bed completely exhausted.
The next morning, he cannot even raise himself from the bed to look at the pigs. He asks
his wife to look out and tell him if the damn pigs are laying in the mud.
“Nooooo...” she says, “they’re all in the truck ... and one of them is honking the horn!”

Piloting 101
RULES OF THE AIR
1. Every takeoff is optional. Every landing is mandatory.
2. If you push the stick forward, the houses get bigger. If you pull the stick back, they get
smaller. That is, unless you keep pulling the stick all the way back, then they get bigger again.
3. Flying isn’t dangerous. Crashing is what’s dangerous.
4. It’s always better to be down here wishing you were up there than up there wishing you
were down here.
5. The ONLY time you have too much fuel is when you’re on fire.
6. The propeller is just a big fan in front of the plane used to keep the pilot cool. When it
stops, you can actually watch the pilot start sweating.
7. When in doubt, hold on to your altitude. No one has ever collided with the sky.
8. A ‘good’ landing is one from which you can walk away. A ‘great’ landing is one after
which they can use the plane again.

Jackson Koller
9. Learn from the mistakes of others. You won’t live long enough to make all of them
yourself.
10. You know you’ve landed with the wheels up if it takes full power to taxi to the ramp.
11. The probability of survival is inversely proportional to the angle of arrival. Large angle
of arrival, small probability of survival and vice versa.
12. Never let an aircraft take you somewhere your brain didn’t get to five minutes earlier.
13. Stay out of clouds. The silver lining everyone keeps talking about might be another
airplane going in the opposite direction. Reliable sources also report that mountains have been
known to hide out in clouds.
14. Always try to keep the number of landings you make equal to the number of take offs
you’ve made.
15. There are three simple rules for making a smooth landing. Unfortunately no one knows
what they are.
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16. You start with a bag full of luck and an empty bag of experience. The trick is to fill the
bag of experience before you empty the bag of luck.
17. Helicopters can’t fly; they’re just so ugly the earth repels them.
18. If all you can see out of the window is ground that’s going round and round and all you
can hear is commotion coming from the passenger compartment, things are not at all as they
should be.
19. In the ongoing battle between objects made of aluminum going hundreds of miles per
hour and the ground going zero miles per hour, the ground has yet to lose.
20. Good judgment comes from experience. Unfortunately, the experience usually comes
from bad judgment.
21. It’s always a good idea to keep the pointy end going forward as much as possible.
22. Keep looking around. There’s always something you’ve missed.
23. Remember, gravity is not just a good idea. It’s the law. And it’s not subject to repeal.
24. The three most useless things to a pilot are the altitude above you, runway behind you,
and a tenth of a second ago.

poem
My face in the mirror
Isn’t wrinkled or drawn.
My house isn’t dirty.
The cobwebs are gone.
My garden looks lovely
And so does my lawn.
I think I might never
Put my glasses back on.
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Pokemon joke
Q: What is a proctologist called in Jamaica ?
A: Pokemon!

TOP 12 THINGS NOT TO SAY TO A COP
___________________________________
1. I can’t reach my license unless you hold my beer. (OK in Texas)
2. Sorry, Officer, I didn’t realize my radar detector wasn’t plugged in.
3. Aren’t you the guy from the Village People?
4. Hey, you must’ve been doin’ about 125 mph to keep up with me. Good job!
5. Are You Andy or Barney?
6. I thought you had to be in relatively good physical condition to be a police officer.
7. You’re not gonna check the trunk, are you?
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8. I pay your salary!
9. Gee, Officer! That’s terrific. The last officer only gave me a warning, too!
10. Do you know why you pulled me over? Okay, just so one of us does.
11. I was trying to keep up with traffic. Yes, I know there are no other cars around. That’s
how far ahead of me they are.
12. When the Officer says “Gee Son...Your eyes look red, have you been drinking?” You
probably shouldn’t respond with, “Gee Officer your eyes look glazed, have you been eating
doughnuts?”

Political Ad
Classified ad:
Wanted: Fat Lady
Job Location: Tallahassee, FL
Pay: Name Your Price
Job Description: Sing

Political
Two opposing county chairman were sharing a rare moment together. The Democratic
chairman said, “I never pass up a chance to promote the party. For example, whenever I take a
cab, I give the driver a sizable tip and say, ‘Vote Democratic.’”
His opponent said, “I have a better scheme, and it doesn’t cost me a nickel. I don’t give
any tip at all. And when I leave, I also say, ‘Vote Democratic.’”
Quick Wit:
Statesman: A politician who never got caught.
The major difference between death and taxes is that Congress can’t make death any
worse than it is.

